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Sunnary
The 1990 River Quality Survey reports the water quality of rivers, 
canals and estuaries in England and Wales. The last survey was in 1985.
The survey was carried out by the National Rivers Authority (NRA). The 
NRA is a public body whose duty is to protect, and improve the water en
vironment in England and Wales. The NRA was set up under the 1989 Water 
Act. . "
The Survey found that 89% of rivers were of Good or Fair Quality and 2% 
were Bad. For canals, 90% were Good or Fair, while 1% were of Bad 
Qiality. Ninety-two percent of estuaries were of Good or FcuLr Quality 
and 3% were of Bad Quality.
Since 1985, there has been a downgrading of 15% of the total river 
length, while 11% has improved. Comparable figures for canals are 16% 
and 8%, and for estuaries, 3% and 1%.
The net downgrading of rivers is 3.7% of length. The large number of 
changes to individual stretches of river is caused by an inherent im
precision in data. This introduces no significant error in the ag
gregated result of the net downgrading because 3.7% is an average from 
thousands of sites. The uncertainty lies in historic differences in as
sessing data around England and Wales, but there is strong confidence 
that the true downgrading lies in the range frcm 2 to 4.5%
For rivers and canals most of the decline was in the best quality 
waters. Rivers in the Thames basin and in Devon and Cornwall were 
responsible for most of the river length reported to have deteriorated.
The causes of the net downgrading include increased monitoring. This 
detected pollution not measured in 1985. Other factors include the 
weather, and discharges of wastewater fron sewage works, industry and 
farms. In total, these three factors: monitoring, the weather and dis
charges, contributed equally to the net decline.
In many places, water quality improved either because of better treat
ment of wastewaters, or because industries closed down. Also, increased 
enforcement by the NRA has started to have an inpact an the efforts of 
dischargers to irake sure that discharges comply with the law.
The prospects for the future include improvements to those rivers which 
will benefit frun investment by the Water Services Companies. The expen
diture by the Water Services Companies an effluent treatment exceeds 
that of the former Water Authorities. Also, there will be more enforce
ment by the NRA, and there are new opportunities to control the pollu
tion caused by agriculture.
The Survey has provided a more complete picture of water quality. This 
will assist in the planning of improvements especially through the in
troduction of Statutory Water Quality Objectives under the Water Act.
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1 Introduction
The 1990 River Quality Survey is the latest in a series carried out 
since 1958 to show the state of rivers, ranals and estuaries in England 
and Wales. The last survey was in 19851.
The survey was conducted by the National Rivers Authority (NRA). The NRA 
is a public body whose task is to protect and .improve the water environ
ment in England and Wales. The NRA was set up under the Water Act of
1989 with duties which include:

Maintain and improve water quality in rivers, streams, canals, 
lakes, groundwaters, estuaries and coastal waters.

The NRA has been in operation since September, 1989. The NRA is a na
tional organisation but its operating divisions, or Regions, cover the 
areas of the former Water Authorities.
This report gives the results of the 1990 Survey. It compares these with 
the results of 1985 and explains the general causes of the reported 
changes. The report also gives details of the results for different 
parts of England and Wales. The tables of results are at the end of the 
report and the full results are shown in the maps. Details of the clas
sification schemes are in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 cavers the statistical 
background. At the back of the report is a Glossary of Terms.
The quality of individual lengths of rivers, canals and estuaries is 
reported according to the classification schemes developed for the 
former National Water Council (NWC)2. Stretches of river and canal are 
ranked in four categories fran Good Quality (Classes la and lb), to Bad 
Quality (Class 4). The Classes are described in Table A1 in Appendix 1. 
Classes are related to the potential use of the waters especially in the 
support of fisheries.
The Class for a particular stretch of freshwater is determined mainly by 
the concentrations of Dissolved Oxygen, Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) 
and Anmania found fran the routine monitoring aonducted by the NRA. The 
limits of quality which define the Classes are 95-percentiles - the 
limits must be met for at least 95 percent of the time in order for the 
stretch to be placed in that Class. Additionally; some Regions applied 
criteria derived fran the European Inland Fisheries Advisory Ccrrmissian 
(EIFAC). These use data for Suspended Solids, Non-ionised Amnonia, Tem
perature, pH, Cadmium, Copper, Chranium and Zinc. Table A2 in Appendix 1 
gives details.
For estuaries, the classification ranks water from Good Quality 
(Class A) to Bad Quality (class D). The system carbines an assessment of 
the biological and aesthetic state of the water with the measurements of 
the minimum levels of Dissolved Oxygen. Table A3 in Appendix 1 defines 
the Classes.

The Survey--- ------- ----- -
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The report of the 1985 Survey1 recognised that the classification sys
tems had been applied differently in different parts of England and 
Wales and that this made it difficult to canpare Regions. Nonetheless 
the NRA has attempted to repeat the procedures and practices of 1985 so 
that the results of 1990 could be compared with 1985 and indicate trend. 
This means that the regional differences noted for 1985 are also found 
in this Report.
The Survey for 1990 will be the last to use the NWC Classifications. A 
new system is required to:
■ provide a scheme which is suitable for the Statutory Water Qjality 

Objectives to be introduced under the 1989 Water Act;
■ secure consistency throughout England and Wales; and,
■ eliminate subjectivity.
The need for continuity will be addressed by applying both the old and 
new systems to the data collected in 1990. Thus this report has compared 
1985 with 1990 using the NWC Classifications. The NRA has published its 
proposals for a new classification. The results produced by the new sys
tem will then be published and future changes in water quality will be 
assessed against this baseline.
2 Results
For England and Wales in 1990, 89% of the total river length was of Good 
or Fair Quality, 9% was Poor and 2% was Bad. For canals, 90% was of Good 
or Fair Quality, while 1% was Bad. Tables 1 and 2 shew hew these results 
vary for each Region. Table 3 shows the proportions of estuaries in each 
Class. 92% was of Good or Fair Quality and 3% was of Bad.
The results of surveys fran 1958 to 1990 are surtmarised in Table 4.
In comparison with the report of 1985, this report suggests that there 
has been a downgrading of 15% of the total river length in England and 
Wales. Eleven percent has improved. The precise net downgrading is 3.7%. 
Comparable figures for nanals are a 16% downgrading and an upgrading of 
8%.
The changes for rivers and canals have resulted generally in the net 
loss of waters of the best quality, Class la. Eighty-five percent of the 
net downgrading was recorded in Thames Region, which covers the Thames 
basin and in South West Region, which covers Devon and Cornwall.
As discussed belcw, the main source of uncertainty lies in historic dif
ferences in procedure around England and Wales, but,there is strong con
fidence that the true downgrading lies in the range fran 2 to 4.5%
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The report for 19851 stated that 12% of river was of higher quality in 
1985 than it was in 1980 and 14% was of lower quality. This suggested a 
net decline of 2% fran 1980 to 1985. This was considered too snail to be 
certain that it represented a real change in quality frctn 1980 to 1985. 
The results for 1990 suggest a decline of nearly 4% since 1985. The size 
of this decline, coming on top of the 2% decline fran 1980 to 1985, sug
gests that a real change in river quality has been recorded.
The classification of estuaries has changed little since 1985. There was 
a downgrading of 3% of the total estuary length; while 1%-was-upgraded.. 
Generally, the changes have resulted in some loss of Class A. The 
changes fran 1985 to 1990 are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
More details on the types of changes reported for each Region are given 
in Table 7. A small net change is reported for Anglian, Northumbria, 
North West, Severn Trent, Welsh and Wessex. The biggest net deteriora
tions are reported for South West and Thames Regions. Rivers in Southern 
and Welsh Regions are reported with the greatest net improvement.
As discussed below, the over half the changes in Class reported for 
Thames Region are brought about by increased monitoring. This means that 
many of the reported deteriorations could have occurred before 1985. 
Also, the results for Southern Region are affected by the fact that a 
number of stretches should not have been reported at all in the Survey 
for 1985. Without this factor the results for Southern Region would not 
have shown such a big improvement and would have been similar to those 
in other Regions.
As discussed below, most of the changes in the class of individual 
stretches can be ascribed to statistical aspects of the classification 
system. The causes of the residual net downgrading include increased 
monitoring. This detected pollution not measured in 1985. Other factors 
include the weather, and discharges of wastewater fran sewage vrorks, in
dustry and farms. In total, these three factors: monitoring, the weather 
and discharges; contributed in roughly equal proportions to the net 
decline.
3 Reasons for the Reported Change
3.1 Regional Differences in the Application of the

Classifination Systems
As noted above, the classification systems have been applied differently 
in different parts of England and Wales. The NRA has tried to repeat all 
the procedures of 1985 so that the results for 1990 could be compared 
with 1985 and indicate trend. The scale of the Regional differences is 
indicated by the following sumrary of the changes in river quality 
reported fran 1980 to 1990.
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Percentage of River Length Changing Class

Region 1980 to 1985 1985 to 1990
Up Down Net Up Down Net

Anglian 21 13 + 8 9 11 - 2
Northumbria 0 3 - 3 2 5 - 3
North West - -- - 4--- 12 - - 8 - ---8 - - -11 - 3
Severn Trent 10 7 + 3 10 8 + 2
Southern 19 20 - 1 23 16 + 7
South West 4 45 -41 16 39 -23
Thames 15 18 - 3 20 33 -13
Welsh 22 21 - 1 19 16 + 3
Wessex 27 10 +17 4 2 + 2
Yorkshire 8 26 -18 . 3 8 - 5
England & Wales 12 14 - 2 11 15 - 4

This gives a picture in which water quality appears stable in sane parts 
of the country and volatile in others. This cannot always have been 
caused by real changes in river quality. The cause of the Regional dif
ferences is discussed be lew (in Paragraph 3.2) and in Appendix 3.
For Regions reporting a decline in quality frcm 1985 to 1990, South West 
and Thames stand out. If the results are emitted fran either of these 
two Regions the net downgrading of rivers in England and Wales fran 1985 
to 1990 is reduced fran fran 3.7% to about 2%. On the other hand without 
the two Regions with the biggest improvements in water quality the net 
decline for England and Wales rises to 4.5%. This range in the net 
decline, 2 to 4.5%, can be viewed as a rough indication of the con
fidence in the result of the 1990 Survey.
The above table also suggests that the NRA has not succeeded completely 
in repeating exactly the procedures used in all its Regions in 1985. 
This is to be expected because the procedures require interpretation 
(see Table A2, for example) and the reorganisation of the Water Industry 
in 1989 led to widespread changes in staff.
As discussed above, in order to achieve harmony in future, the NRA 
proposes a new classification and a uniform protocol for its applica
tion. Such a system is also required for the . implementation of Statutory 
Water Quality Objectives. The Department of the Environment has issued a 
consultation document with a view to deciding the form of classification 
required for Statutory Objectives. The need for continuity will be ad
dressed by applying both the old and new systems to the data collected

- in 1990. - =_.
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Compared with 1985, 26% of river length is reported to have a changed 
Class (15% down and 11% up). Most of this can be explained by the opera
tion of randan chance through sampling. Appendix 2 explains that the 
classification procedure, if applied punctiliously, produces a probabil
ity of 20 to 30% that a site may be declared wrongly to have changed 
Class when the true quality of the site has not changed at all.
Part of the inconsistency- around England and Wales is caused by attempts 
to control this error. The degree to which this was done explains why 
sane Regions report big swings in river quality whilst others report a 
more stable position.
Sane of the former Water Authorities used to seek confirmation that 
small apparent changes were real by looking at extra data. Typical 
checks included:
■ sites which ’failed1 a chemical standard because of a single bad 

analytical result at a place where river quality was good accord
ing to all the other indicators, e.g. biological data;

■ cases where a site 'canplied' with all the standards but had no 
fishery or poor biology; in this case the site might be 
downgraded;

■ sites which failed (or passed) marginally after several years of 
compliance (or failure) and where there was no obvious cause for 
the change.

By using this extra information, these Authorities damped out the ef
fects of low precision in the estimates of percentiles.
Other Authorities preferred to adhere strictly to the classification 
scheme but took account of poor precisian and other factors as part of 
the process of deciding whether there was a real need for action to re
store water quality. Either way, the former Authorities tried to avoid 
the expenditure of effort and money on downgradings caused by chance.
Although the potential error in reporting for a particular individual 
site m y  be up to 20 to 30%, this introduces no significant error in the 
aggregated result of a net downgrading of 3.7% of river length 
throughout England and Wales . This is because the aggregate is the 
average of 6000 sites and 800,000 results of analysis. At this scale the 
effects of randan chance an the average of all these results becomes 
vanishingly small. As discussed above the main source of uncertainty in 
the aggregated result lies in the differences between Regions.

3.2 Randan Changes in Class "
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3.3 Monitoring
In 1990, the NRA revised the monitoring programmes in several Regions as 
part of its drive to apply resources more evenly across the country. 
With the benefit of more monitoring a more confident estimate of Class 
has been possible for 1990. This has resulted in sane reported changes 
of Class which m y  have been caused before 1985.
3.4 Changes in Reported Lengths
In 1985, 38,896 km of freshwater rivers ware surveyed. This report 
covers 39,905 km. Of the net increase, 200 km were for new lengths of 
river, mostly in Southern, which were included in the Survey for the 
first time. The balance is due to the better measurement of river 
lengths mainly in Severn-Trent, Wessex and South West Regions. An update 
of the lengths reported in 1985 is given in Table 8.
Since 1985, the overall decline of river quality in England and Wales is 
a net figure of 3.7% of river length. Of the extra 250 km of new river 
length, 100 km is excluded fran the calculation of figure because there 
are no data which can be used to assign Class for 1985. The remaining 
150 km has not affected the estimate of the net decline.
Without the extra 750 km of re-assessed river length net downgrading 
would have been 4.1%.
The total length of nanals classified was 24 km less than in 1985 and 
this had no significant effect on the comparison of 1985 and 1990. There 
were hardly any changes to the total length of estuaries reported.
3.5 The Weather
Certain characteristics of water quality are affected by the weather. 
Jtony rivers had dense algal growths in the hot, dry surrmers of 1989 and
1990 and water quality subsequently deteriorated because of the in
creased oxygen demand fran the plant material. On the other hand, the 
natural processes by which rivers cepe with pollution take place more 
quickly when the weather is warm.
The dry weather caused a reduction in river flows and this provided less 
clean water to dilute discharges and so produced higher concentrations 
of pollutants in rivers. Conversely, sewage treatment works perform bet
ter in warm, dry weather and the lower rainfall meant that there was 
less contaminated run-off fran farms and urban areas. There were also 
fewer discharges of storm sewage. So, in sane places, rivers received 
less pollution than in an average year.
The effect of the weather on water quality varied fran place to place 
according to the local balance of all these effects .“ Overall, the effect 
was detrimental and, with more typical weather, the net downgrading of 
3.5% might have been closer to 2.5%.
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Investment-in Effluent Treatment
The report on the 1985 Survey forecast a modest improvement in water 
quality England and Wales during the period up to 1990. One reason that 
this did not occur was because of reduced expenditure on sewage treat
ment. In sane Regions the impact of this was canpounded by the effects 
of growth in population and an increase in the use of water. This 
produced pressure on water resources, bigger discharges and more urban 
areas.
The Survey has occurred- too soon to reflect the -impact of the -investment 
prograzrmes of the new Water Services Companies.
3.7 Ijrtytrppmpnt
One reason for sane of the improvements reported in 1990 was tighter 
pollution control exercised by the NRA . It will require future Surveys 
to show the full impact of this.
4 Prospects beyond 1990
The rainfall during the autumn and winter of 1989/90 was insufficient to 
prevent another sumter of low river flows. Information obtained during 
the drought will be taken into account in considering the need for fur
ther controls on discharges.
In the run-up to the Privatisation of the Water Industry in 1989, the 
former Water Authorities were granted temporary relaxed Consents for 
discharges fran their sewage treatment works. The new private Water 
Services Companies were obliged to invest in these works so as to secure 
the improvements to discharge quality required to meet the previous 
standards. These plans will continue to result in a reduction in pollut
ing loads.
The introduction of the Farm Waste Regulations, which seek to minimise 
the risk of pollution fran farms, is seen as a very real benefit to the 
efforts of the NRA to improve water quality. The NRA can new act to 
prevent pollution by farm waste before a discharge occurs.
Recent increases in NRA staff will result in additional efforts to con
trol pollution.
It is also expected that more control will be imposed on effluents with 
the implementation of the first report in the NRA* s Water Quality 
Series, Discharge Ccnsent and Compliance Policy: a Blueprint for the Fu
ture.

In future, water quality objectives will have a statutory basis. 
Statutory Water Quality Objectives will be set by the Secretary of State 
and the NRA will have a.duty to see that they are ̂achieved within a set 
period of time. The Department of the Environment has issued a Consult
ation Document on this.



The NRA has used its resources to ensure that the Survey has provided a 
picture of the state of rivers and estuaries which is as accurate and as 
complete as possible. This will assist in the planning the action 
needed, where necessary, to achieve improvements. The NRA has already 
started to identify this action. It includes further reductions in the 
polluting loads frcm discharges of wastewater.
The NRA is also developing Catchment Management Plans. These will 
provide, the strategy by.which the .catchments .will be. managed.. They.will, 
also provide a vehicle by which the NRA can consult and obtain agreed 
sets of long term objectives, and resolve potential conflicts between 
those who use waters.
4 ccnments on
The above text gives a general discussion of the results of the Survey. 
The following discusses the results for individual Regions and ccrments 
an how the Region's results differ fran the overall picture for England 
and Wales. It highlights river lengths where an important change has oc
curred and, where possible, gives the reasons for the change. Where no 
reason is given, the cause of the change is either unkncwn or may be 
ascribed to the effect of chance on sanpling (Paragraph 3.2).
4.1 ANGLIAN
Changes winr̂  1985
Sane of the improvements which were forecast to take place between 1985 
and 1990 have been achieved. However, these are limited mainly to small 
stretches of rivers.
Freshwaters
Since 1985, 11% of classified river length has deteriorated, while 9% 
has improved. The net length of river downgraded is therefore 2% (81 
km). There have been no changes in the classes of Canals.
The causes of downgradings are various. Reduced levels of expenditure on 
sewage treatment meant that increased effluent loads affected water 
quality. This was noted especially in concentrations of ammonia. 
Sporadic discharges fran storm overflows contributed to the downgrading 
of several stretches. A few downgradings were caused by particular inci
dents of pollution from industry or agriculture. The majority of 
deteriorations were changes fran Classes la and lb to 2. About one third 
of the significant downgradings were related to the drought. Without the 
drought this Region might well have reported a snail net improvement in 
river water quality.
The effects of tighter pollution control "and increased surveillance" are' 
exemplified by the improvement of over 50 km of the River Waveney in 
1988, following a campaign to reduce pollution fran agriculture.
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During 1989 and especially in 1990, improved effluent quality, fran 
sewage treatment works operated by Anglian Water, resulted in over 120 
km of river being upgraded. Sate of the other reported improvements wsre 
due to the availability of better data.
The majority of improvements were changes from Classes 3 to 2 and fran 2 
to lb. Examples include 15 km of the River Cam which moved fran 2 to lb 
as a results of improvements in the quality of the discharge fran the

—  sewage-works at-Saffron -Wa 1 den. - Improvements tothe sewageworks serving 
Buckingham led to better water quality in 10 km of river and better 
facilities at Mablethorpe Sewage Treatment Works resulted in a changed 
Class for the Wold Grift Drain in Lincolnshire.
Estuaries
The main change since 1985 has been the downgrading of the Nene fran 
Class A in 1985, to Class B in 1986, and to Class C in 1987. Dew levels 
of dissolved oxygen and limited biological life are found over a sub
stantial length of the estuary during sumner. This is related to in
creased discharges of effluent, whose effects were picked up by closer 
monitoring.
Part of the Stour estuary was regraded fran Class A to Class B because 
of lowered oxygen concentrations due to effluent discharges in and 
around Harwich Harbour. Part of the Orwell remains in Class D.
Prospects
In 1985, a modest improvement was expected up to 1990. This has not oc
curred because of reduced levels of investment in sewage treatment, 
rapid growth and, more recently, low river flows.
By the end of 1992, the investment at over 200 sewage treatment works 
will be completed by Anglian Water. This is expected to improve the 
quality of rivers.
The recent introduction of the Farm Waste Regulations will be very im
portant to Anglian Region.
4.2 NOKXHUMBRIA 
Changes since 1985
Most of the improvements which were forecast to take place between 1985 
and 1990, have been observed, but these were offset by dewngradings 
elsewhere.
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Since 1985, 5% of the classified river length has deteriorated, while 2% 
has improved. The net downgraded river length is therefore about 3% (79 
km). Most of the change was in losses of Class la to Class lb and from 
Class lb to Class 2.
The River Leven has been downgraded fran Class la to Class lb over 18km 
in its lower reaches, probably as a result, of .the. influence of- farming 
on water quality. “About 12 "km of the Baydale Beck, a small tributary of 
the River Tees, has been downgraded fran Class la to Class 2. The stream 
flews though an area which is intensively farmed and has been subject to 
the effects of run-off and intermittent discharges of farm effluents. 
Eight kilometres of the Ouse Bum, which is affected by urban run-off, 
has been downgraded fran Class 2 to Class 3. An 8 km stretch of the 
River Wear in the area of Bishop Auckland has been downgraded fran Class 
la to lb. The classifications assigned in 1985 to these stretches were 
based on limited data and are now considered to have been optimistic.
Five stretches belcw sewage treatment works (totalling 4 km), have 
deteriorated from Class 3 to Class 4.
Several improvements occurred because industries have closed. Others 
have been caused by the abandonment of sewage treatment works following 
the provision of pumping stations to transfer the flows to alternative 
facilities.
The closure of Lambtan Coke Works resulted in 3 km of the Lumley Park 
Bum, a tributary of the River Wear, improving fran Class 4 to Class 3.
Since the closure of Fishbum Coke Works, the quality of 16 km of the 
River Skeme in its upper and middle reaches has improved from Class 4, 
partly to Class 3 and partly to Class 2. This has resulted in an im
provement fran Class 2 to Class lb, of 9 km of the River Tees below the 
confluence with the River Skeme.
The effluent from Cramlington Sewage Treatment Works used to discharge 
into the non-tidal River Blyth but has now been diverted into the es
tuary. This has resulted in the improvement of 3 km of the inland river 
fran Class 3 to Class lb.
fetuaries
A net improvement in the classification of estuaries had been expected 
between 1985 and 1990. Despite considerable reductions in polluting 
loads, the improvement has not materialised.
The River Derwent estuary has improved fran Class D to Class B following 
the closure of Derwenthaugh Coke Works -(2km). "A 3 km length of the River 
Team estuary has improved fran Class D to Class C as a result of the

Freshwaters
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closure of Norwood-Coke Works and the caimissicning- of a-section of the 
South Bank Interceptor Sewer (part of the Tyneside Interceptor Scheme) 
which eliminated discharges of untreated sewage to the river.
Rrcspects
Inpruvements to most remaining Class 3 and 4 stretches will be achieved 
by the abandonment of certain sewage treatment works or the provision of 
better sewage treatment.
Those stretches which are affected by intermittent or diffuse "discharges 
will be improved by better measures to prevent pollution. Schemes of 
land reclamation should improve a few stretches affected by contaminated 
run-off or leachate.
Significant improvements are expected in the estuaries of the Tyne and 
Tees following the oarpletian of sewerage schemes. On Tyneside, the 
North Bank Interceptor Sewer is due to be completed by the end of 1991. 
The remaining significant discharges of untreated sewage fran the north 
bank to the upper estuary will then be connected into the Interceptor 
System. Extensions to the South Bank Interceptor Sewer, frcm Blaydon to 
Clara Vale, are due for completion in 1992/3. The only remaining dis
charges of untreated sewage into the estuary will then be fran the low- 
lying riverside strip areas. These will be dealt with progressively as 
redevelopment proceeds.
Reductions of the polluting discharges fran industry into the Tees es
tuary will result fran the caimissianing of treatment plants and other 
measures to control pollution. Secondary treatment will be provided at 
Port rack Sewage Treatment Works by the end of 1992. At Cargo Fleet, a 
sewage works providing preliminary treatment will be ccmissioned in 
1991, resulting in the termination of several major discharges to the 
estuary from the Middlesbrough area. Biological treatment will be 
provided by the end of 1993.
It is expected that the runs of snail numbers of migratory fish, which 
have returned to the Tees in recent years, will increase substantially 
as pollution levels fall.
4.3 NORTH-WEST

Changes since 1985
Improvements to agricultural drainage, which were expected to take place 
between 1985 and 1990, have been recorded. They resulted in no net im
provement in classification because they were outweighed by downgrad
ings.
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Since 1985, 11% of classified river length has deteriorated, and 7% has 
improved. The net length of downgraded river is therefore about 4% (96 
km). About 35% (201 km) of canals has been downgraded.
The reduction in Class la is due largely to the impact of acid deposi
tion on the Lake District and Pennines.
Most of deterioration of the 74 km of river which has moved into Class 4 
is due to discharges of storm sewage and effluents fran sewage treatment 
works. This emphasises the need for continuing capital investment.
The downgrading of canals towards Class 2 reflects a more realistic as
sessment of the data rather than any recent change in quality. The ex
ception to this is the improvement fran Class 3 to Class 2 in one sec
tion of canal. This is due to the diversion of industrial effluent.
The overall improvement of 87 km fran Classes 3 and 4 to Class 2 or bet
ter was the result of investment in the sewage disposed infrastructure 
and the reversal of recent trends in agricultural pollution due to the 
education and enforcement campaigns undertaken by the the Authority's 
staff.
B R t i i a r i w ;

There are no reported changes to the classification of estuaries. 
Prospects
An accelerating level of investment in the sewage disposal infrastruc
ture and the application of tighter standards to industry will result in 
a steady inprovement in the quality of watercourses.
Work is continuing an the Mersey estuary to eliminate discharges of 
crude sewage.
Recent increases in staff will result in additional pollution control 
especially in the impact fran agriculture. The continued use of the 
grant system for farm improvements and the new Regulations on agricul
tural practice are opportunities for further resolution of these 
problems.
4.4 SEVEw*-JTRENT 
Changes h™  1985
Improvements to sewage treatment, which were expected to take place be
tween 1985 and 1990, have been recorded. They contributed to an net im
provement in classification. '

Freshwaters — ---- —
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Sane of the reported deteriorations are attributable to better sampling 
at sites on smaller streams that were previously judged to be of good 
quality on the basis of limited evidence. Others are due to recent 
weather conditions.
Since 1985, over 9% of classified river length has deteriorated, while 
more than 10% has improved. The net upgraded river length is therefore 
about 1% (70 km). There has been a net downgrading" of "2% (19 loti) in the 
length of canals.
The lengths of all rivers classified in 1985 were remeasured more ac
curately in 1988. As a result the total length of reported river in
creased by 570 tan. Those stretches whose lengths were altered were as
sumed to have had the same quality in 1985 as that reported for the 
original length.
In effect, these changes in river length are a retrospective correction 
of the 1985 Survey. The change has affected the results because in 1985 
the length of Class 3 river was underestimated. For 1990, about 170 Ion 
of the new extra length improved in quality fran Class 3. If the old, 
incorrect, lengths had been retained in the 1985 and the 1990 Surveys, 
the above mentioned 1% net improvement in river quality would be trans
formed into a 2% net deterioration.
Within the basins of both the Severn and the Trent there has been a net 
loss of la to lb. The Severn had a greater length Improving fran Class 2 
to lb than the reverse. For the Trent catchment, movement between lb and
2 shewed little net change.
In the Severn catchment, less river length changed fran Class 2 to Class
3 than inproved fran 3 to 2. For the Trent catchment, three times the 
length moved fran 3 to 2 than the reverse.
There has been an increase in Class 4 river in the Trent catchment. This 
was mostly in the Tame where inadequate sewers still pose a problem. In 
the Severn, a short stretch of Class 4 has been improved by improvements 
to industrial and sewage discharges.
Particular features in results for the Severn basin included a 
deterioration of the River Avon downstream of Coventry. This should now 
recover following the completion of the improvements at Coventry Sewage 
Treatment Works. Poor trade effluent quality in Ledbury led to a 
deterioration in the quality of the sewage effluent and the downgrading 
of the River Leaden.
Good quality has returned to the River Perry following its recovery from 
agricultural pollution.  ̂  ̂̂ ...... .. . - - •

Freshwaters
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In the Trent , a downgrading" fran Class* 2 to'Class _3 downstream -of the 
Nottingham sewage discharge, was caused by high concentrations of 
Unionised Armenia. Inprovements to river quality will require improve
ments at Nottingham Sewage Treatment Works. High levels of Unionised 
Anrnonia are also seen in the River Soar downstream of the Leicester 
Sewage Treatment Works.
A number of long-standing problems such as the River Chumet downstream 
of Leek, and the River Anker downstream of Nuneaton, have got worse and 
led to a downgrading of Class. . Poor sewage effluent quality was ag
gravated by trade effluent problems. These are being tackled and satis
factory conditions should soon be seen again.
tetuaries
The classification includes about 14 km of that part of the Severn es
tuary which is shared with Wessex Region. Overall, there has been a 
deterioration of 39% (29 km), mostly in the Severn Estuary downstream of 
Gloucester. This is caused by an increase in the organic load fran 
Gloucester Sewage Treatment Works.
Prospects
The Authority is particularly concerned about water quality in lengths 
of the Tame, Stour (in Worcestershire), Erewash and Chelt. Capital ex
penditure, beyond that planned up to 1992, will be needed to improve 
these rivers.
In the Upper Tame system, inadequate sewers have caused an increase in 
the length of river assigned to Class 4. Further downstream, the Tame 
Purification Lakes, which were constructed in the early 1980's, have 
led to further improvements in the lower Tame. This stretch is now 
colonised by fish and there is the prospect of an improvement to 
Class 2.
The major water supply rivers, the Dove and Derwent, continue to have 
good quality and longer-term improvements in the Trent mate it a source 
of public water supply with some potential. It is new used to support 
water supplies drawn from the Rivers Witham and Ancholme in Anglian 
Region.
4.5 SQUISERN 
Changes since 1985
Inprovements to sewage and agricultural effluents, which were expected 
to take place between 1985 and 1990, have been recorded. They con
tributed to an net improvement in classification.
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At face value, a canparisan of this report with the report for 1985 
shows that 9% of river length has deteriorated mainly through the loss 
of river length in Class la. However, a re-appraisal of 1985 shewed that 
195 km of minor streams should not have been included because there were 
no data to assign Class. Up to 164 km of this length was placed in 
Class la on the basis of subjective judgement and, from evidence 
gathered since 1985, the classification was probably optimistic in many 
cases.
Following a review in 1989, an additional 398 km of minor streams and 
41 km of canals were added to the Survey. There was sufficient informa
tion for canals to assign a Class for 1985, but not for the rivers.
This means that the canparisan between 1990 and 1985 is best provided by 
using only those lengths for which data are available for both years. 
This shows that 16% of classified river length classified in 1990 has 
deteriorated, while 23% has improved. The net length of river upgraded 
is therefore 7% (168 km). Comparable figures for canals are 19% 
deterioration, 34% improvement and a net upgrading of 15% (6 km).
The single most widespread cause of decline was a lack of dilution for 
sewage effluents. This resulted in the deterioration of 88 km of water
course. Low flows and warm water encouraged the growth of algae and 
eutrophication. This resulted in deteriorations in 66 km. In all, about 
326 km was affected by low flows. Drought Orders were in force in Rent 
and Sussex as a result.
The headwaters of rivers and their tributaries suffered across the 
Region but the impact of low flow was most noticeable in Kent, with The 
Royal Military Canal and its feeder streams being particularly affected. 
On the other hand, the lack of rainfall resulted in a reduction of con
taminated run-off into these catchments with the result that whilst 
watercourses with very low gradients or very low flows deteriorated, 
those with higher flows improved.
Agricultural pollution affected more than 13 km and resulted in the 
Authority talcing prosecutions.
Deteriorations in the River Hamble and 9 km of the River Mean reported 
in 1985 have now been rectified. Previous agricultural pollution of the 
Eden Brook was notable but this has now been remedied.

Freshwaters------ ---- --------------- ------- ----------------

Identified improvements include those resulting fran capital expenditure 
on sewage treatment works or inproved operation (123 km), diversion of 
sewage flows to other works (9 km) and improvements to sewerage systems 
(5 km). The provision of settlement ponds at fish farms improved 8 km, 
and the control of - agricultural̂  practice improved, 58 km, _ whilst in
dustrial improvements accounted for 48 km.
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The reported quality of estuaries remained unchanged.
Prospects
The rainfall during the autumn and winter of 1989/90 has been too lew to 
prevent another summer of low river flows although the unexpectedly cool 
and wet weather in early surrmer has inproved conditions in sane of the 
worst affected areas. Drought orders may be in force by. the Autumn un- - 
less above-average -rainfall "occurs. ”
4.6 S0U3H WEST 
Changes since 1985
Despite improvements to sewage and agricultural effluents, river quality 
declined frcm 1985 to 1990. However, this masks a snail improvement fran 
1989 to 1990; this is a welcome sign of the end of a consistent decline 
since 1980.
In this Region, pollution fran agriculture is a problem which is par
ticularly severe and widespread. The programme of visits by staff to 
farms has been extended. Catchments are dealt with systematically, ac
cording to priority, and action taken to reduce the risk of pollution. 
Qnphasis is given to the prevention of pollution by ensuring an effec
tive response in consultations while developments are still at the plan
ning stage.
Although the reported number of incidents of pollution has increased 
significantly since 1985, the use of positive measures such as the pump
ing to land of polluted water and the aeration of watercourses has 
reduced the impact of many serious incidents.
There have been improvements in the quality of seme discharges and the 
Region has adopted a rigorous approach to the setting of future stan
dards for discharges. There has been a substantial and sustained in
crease in population. A number of embargoes on development have been 
registered at places where discharges fail to meet their present legal 
standards and where river quality is unsatisfactory.
Because of its geography and geology, the effect of dry weather on river 
flows is particularly marked in this Region. Measures to maintain river 
flows have been put. in place.. New-agreements cn the operation of reser
voirs have boosted the flows of seme rivers during periods when flews 
would otherwise have been low.
Freshwaters
An additional 96 km of rivers have -been added to the survey since 1985. “ 
This was due to the redefinition of the sources of rivers. The extra 
length had no effect on the Region's results.

Estuaries_____*---- — ---------------------------
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Since 1985, 39% of river length has been downgraded and 18% upgraded. 
This gives a net deterioration of 21%. Nineteen kilanetres of canals 
were also downgraded. The results suggest net losses frcm Classes la and 
lb, and increases for Classes 2 and 3.
In past Surveys, the procedure used to classify rivers in this Region 
has tended to produce volatile results and to place rivers in a worse 
class than might have been the case elsewhere. In addition, it has 
proved difficult to reproduce exactly all the subjective factors used in

- the classification for 1985. These two circumstances account -for part of 
the decline recorded fran 1985 to 1990.
Data used for the 1990 classification included those collected during 
two droughts, whereas only one drought occurred in the data used for 
classification for 1985. This probably contributed to the differences in 
water quality between the two classifications.
The principal reasons for inadequate water quality were high Biochemical 
Oxygen Demand and Armenia, and low Dissolved Oxygen. Inadequate water 
quality was caused also by high Suspended Solids, Copper or Zinc, or low 
pH and high Temperatures. The main causes remain as they were in 1985 - 
land use and agricultural practices, and historic mining and the as
sociated contaminated land.
The most notable inprovements include the River Torridge where most of 
the main river is now within its objective of Class lb. The Red River 
improved fran Class 4 to 3, generally as a result of a reduction in pol
lution fran mines.
tetuaries
Estuarial quality shows no change fran 1985.
Prospects
A series of Catchment Action Plans is being drawn up as a simple and 
practical way of directing resources. The public is being consulted on 
the Plans. Special Task Forces will continue to be deployed in those 
catchments where water quality falls short of standards, so that pollu
tion law can be enforced with rigour.
A considerable progranme of investment in waste treatment and pollution 
control is being undertaken by industry. This includes 150 schemes by 
South West Water to improve discharges to freshwaters. These will lead 
to improvements in water quality.
Future reviews of the quality of estuaries will benefit fran a programme 
of monitoring which has been expanded to cover 114 new sites an 22 es
tuaries. The quality of estuaries lodes set to improve as a result of
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the Marine Improvement ~ Programne being - carried -out-by South _West _Water._
The Authority is new issuing the Consent conditions associated with the 
Programme.
The Farm Waste Regulations will be very important to South West Region.
4.7 THAMES 
Changes since 1985
There has been an apparent net decline in_river quality since-1985 . The- 
quality of canals has improved. There has been no significant change in 
the quality of estuaries.
Over half the changes in class can be attributed to the greatly in
creased monitoring programme in 1990 compared with 1985. The Region now 
routinely monitors 575 sites compared with 213 in 1985. In 1985, the 
stretches not monitored were either assumed to be within their target 
class, or they were assumed to retain the class assigned in 1980. This 
means that sane of the changes reported now could have occurred prior to 
1985. The increased monitoring gives a better picture of the true water 
quality.
Freshwaters
Since 1985, 33% of classified river length is reported to have 
deteriorated, while 20% has improved. The net length of river downgraded 
is therefore 13% (485 km). There has been a net improvement to about 20% 
(42 km) of the length of canals.
In 1985, 65% of rivers were classed as Good Quality (Class la or lb). 
This proportion has fallen to 61% of the total length in 1990. Conse
quently, 39% of rivers are now classed as Efcir, Poor or Bad Quality 
(Class 2, 3 or 4), a corresponding increase of 4%. In 1985 44% of canal 
length was classed as Good Quality. This has increased to 61% in 1990. 
The majority of class changes have been fran adjoining Classes.
A significant cause of the deteriorations, apart from the consequences 
of the increased monitoring programme and poor effluent quality, was the 
unusual weather during 1990. Stretches showing a deterioration in 
quality due to the various effects of low flows, include the lower 43 km 
of the Cherwell, 42 km of the Rennet, the whole (64 km) of the Evenlode, 
24 km of the Oxfordshire Ray, and 19 km of the Thames from its source to 
the Key.
Specific deteriorations related to effluent quality were: 7 km of the 
lower Oxford ran*! downstream of Kidlingtan Sewage Treatment Works; 28 
km of the Wey (South) downstream of Bordan Sewage Treatment Works; 22 km 
of the Lee downstream of Luton Sewage Treatment Works and 14 km of the 
Thames f ran the Ray to the Coin downstream of Swindon Sewage Treatment
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WbrksT" Other, diffuse sources of pollution, such as those fran agricul
ture and other trade effluents continued to be a problem for a few 
rivers.
There was an inprovement of the whole length of the Cut (24 km) fran 
Class 3 to Class 2 as a direct result of inproved effluent quality fran 
sewage treatment works serving Ascot, Bracknell and Maidenhead. Over 32 
km of the lower River Loddon has improved fran Class 2 to Class lb due 
to inproved effluent quality fran Basingstoke and Wargrave Sewage Treat- . 
ment Works, The -7 - km of- the Gherwell below Banbury have improved fran 
Class 3 to Class lb following much improved effluent quality fran Ban
bury Sewage Treatment Works. Other improvements directly attributable 
to inproved effluent quality were 5 km of the Wye and more than 10 km of 
the Roding. The majority of other improvements were attributed to the 
better spread of sampling in 1990.
Estuaries
There has been no significant change in estuarial quality.
Prospects
Action is being planned to rectify the deteriorations mentioned above as 
caused by effluent quality.
By the end of 1992, the refurbishment programme at sewage works operated 
by the Water Service Cacpanies should be ccnpleted. This should result 
in improved water quality. However, further urbanisation and pressures 
on water resources, may offset sane of these benefits.
The Survey has provided a more canplete picture of water quality. This 
will assist in the planning of improvements especially through the in
troduction of Statutory Water Quality Objectives.
4.8 NOSH 
Changes since 1985
Most of the improvements which were expected to take place between 1985 
and 1990, have been recorded, with the exception of parts of Sandycroft 
Drain, and the estuaries of the Ely and Tywi.
Freshwaters
A more accurate measurement of river length has led to an increase of 46 
tan in the length of river reported. The extra length had no effect on 
the Region's results.
Since 1985, 18% of classified, river, length has deteriorated, while 20% 
has improved. The”net length of river upgraded is therefore 2% (100 km). 
There was a net upgrade of about 2% (3 km) to canals.
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Individual stretches have changed class for a variety of reasons. These 
included differences in the weather which affected the measurements of 
Dissolved Oxygen, BOD and Temperature. Other factors were the general 
decline in heavy industry and coal mining, the impact of acidification, 
and an increase in monitoring.
More specifically, 9 km of Class la and 5 km of Class 2 river have been 
downgraded to Class 4 because of discharges fran sewage treatment works. 
These problems are currently being revived.. ̂ „_____ _ - - - ■ - -
Net changes in the quality of rivers and canals resulted in about 3% of 
lengths being upgraded fron Class 2 to Class lb.
tefnaripR

The classification includes 51 Ion of that part of the Severn which is 
shared with Wessex Region. There has been very little change.
Prospects
It is anticipated that there will be improvements in the quality of dis
charges frcm sewage treatment works and reduced pollution from storm 
sewage following consultation with Dwr Cymru (Welsh Water).
The quality of estuaries should improve as the new standards for dis
charges are achieved and as capital works are carried out to improve the 
quality of Bathing Waters.
The introduction of the Farm Waste Regulations will be especially 
beneficial to Welsh Region.
4.9 WESSEX
Changes since 1985
No major changes had been expected to take place between 1985 and 1990. 
Freshwaters
The toted length of rivers reported has risen fran 2,467 km to 2,622 km. 
This is due to a more accurate measurement of river lengths.
Since 1985, 3% of the classified river length has deteriorated, while 4% 
has improved. The net length of upgraded river is therefore about 1% (18 
km). Over 6% (5 km) of the total length of canals was downgraded.
Only 5% of the total length of rivers now lies within the categories of 
Poor or Bad Quality. The general picture has been of fairly consistent 
vrater quality with sane improvement of rivers frm Class 3 to ”2 and sane 
deterioration fran lb to 2.
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The main causes of the "reported deteriorations are inputs of waste f ran 
agriculture, discharges fran sewage treatment works and failures of the 
sewerage systems.
Agricultural pollution, especially fncm dairy and beef farms, continues 
to affect water quality. Many of the more acute problems, caused by 
direct discharges of farm waste, have been remedied. In sane cases Lew 
Rate Irrigation systems may have caused local problems. In sane catch
ments the volume of farm waste being spread exceeds the capacity of the 
land to take it. This has resulted in polluted run-off into rivers fol
lowing rainfall.
The deterioration in the Sis ton Brook and the River Frane in Bristol, 
appears to have been caused by the development of industrial estates in 
these catchments. The change is not attributable to any specific input, 
but there seems to be a decline in water quality both during and after 
development.
There has been an apparent deterioration in sane rivers fran Class lb to
2. Further investigations are being undertaken an these stretches.
The dry weather caused a reduction in summer river flows but also 
reduced both the volume of sewage discharges and the frequency of storm 
overflows. This, together with the improved efficiency of treatment, due 
to warmer temperatures, meant that there was a smaller pollution load 
was discharged to rivers. Overall this produced a higher river quality 
than likely in a wet year.
Sane of the improvements to Class 3 rivers have been produced by mount
ing special campaigns in catchments with inputs of agricultural waste. 
Notable amongst these are those on the Caundle Brook in Dorset and the 
River Biss in Wiltshire. Both campaigns resulted in significant improve
ments to water quality.
Many of the upgradings recorded are due to improvements to both the 
sewerage system and to sewage treatment works. These have resulted fran 
reductions both in trade effluent (the Glastonbury Mill Stream and the 
River Yeo, both in Sanerset) and fran investment in the upgrading or 
refurbishment of sewerage systems and treatment works (the River Marden 
at Caine and the Bydemill Brook below Thingley Sewage Treatment Works).
Estuaries
There have been no changes to the classification of estuaries.
Prospects
The recent introduction of the Farm Waste Regulations will be especially 
beneficial to Wessex Region. ^
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Industrial “and ’agricultural 'impacts prbdudmg ‘Class "3 “ rivers' will- ‘can- " 
tinue to be targeted and it is planned to cut the small amount of 
Class 4 stretches by half as a result of action plans currently being 
drawn up.
4.10 YORKSHIRE
Changes sinne 1985
Sane of the iirpravements which were expected to_ take place. between .1985 . 
and 1990 have been recorded. These did not result in a net improvement 
in classification because they were outweighed by downgradings else
where. Most downgradings were due to deteriorations in the quality of 
effluents fran sewage treatment works and to reduced river flows caused 
by the draught.
freshwaters
Since 1985, 9% of classified river length has deteriorated, while 4% has 
improved. The net length of river downgraded length is therefore 5% (300 
tan). The quality of canals is unchanged.
The length of river of Bad Quality declined by 20 tan to 166 tan, but the 
length of river with Poor Quality increased by 140 tan to 623 tan. The net 
result has been a loss of Class la and lb rivers, with corresponding in
creases in Classes 2 and 3.
The general shift in water quality towards Classes 2 and 3 has resulted 
mainly fran changes in quality over short river lengths at a large num
ber of locations. Lack of dilution is partly responsible. An increase in 
the number of sampling locations allowed a reappraisal of water quality 
at sane sites. Nonetheless, most problems are caused by discharges of 
sewage and sewage effluent.
The downgradings of 4 ton of watercourse fran Class lb to Class 4, 20 tan 
from Class 2 to Class 4 and 26 tan fran Class 3 to Class 4, were all due 
to the effects of sewage effluents and storm sewage overflows.
The deterioration of 61 tan of river from Class la and lb to Class 3 also 
occurred primarily because of sewage or sewage-related causes. The most 
significant inpact was an the River Hertford, a tributary of the River 
Derwent, where 12 tan were downgraded. This caused a downgrading of 10 tan 
of the River Derwent fran Class la to Class 2 and a further 4 km fran 
Class la to Class lb.
Improvements to sewerage and sewage treatment have led to 8 Ion being 
upgraded fran Class 4 to Class 2, 30 tan fran Class 4 to Class 3, 20 tan 
from Class 3 to Class 2 and 4 tan fran Class 3 to Class 1. One of the 
most, significant improvements has been to Bradford Sewage Treatment 
Works at Esholt. This has resulted so far in 8 tan of the River Aire 
being upgraded to Class 3. Further improvements to the works are in 
hand.
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Improved control of trade effluents was responsible for the upgrading of
2 km of Class 4 rivers to Class 2 while the transfer of trade effluents 
to sewer and the closure of sane works led to the improvement of 21 km 
fran Class 4 to Class 3 and 31 km fran Class 3 to Class 2.
Estuaries
The classification includes about 63 km.of the. Humber,--responsibility 
for which-is shared- with Anglian and Severn Trent Regions. Overall, 
tidal waters shewed a slight deterioration in quality.
Prospects
Over the next 5 years, there should be a progressive reduction in rivers 
of Bad Quality (Class 4) and sane redress of the slippage in recent 
years fran Class lb to 2. Investment by Yorkshire Water is targeted to 
eliminate the lengths of river in Class 4, and reduce the length of 
Class 3 rivers fran 641 to 29 km, by the year 2000. The NRA believes 
that major improvements in the quality of the main industrial rivers are 
achievable by the mid 1990s. To effect this, a strategy has been 
developed which will form the basis of consultation with the Water Com
pany.
The rivers in the north of the Region are generally of high quality. On
going work to reduce farm pollution and to improve some sewage treatment 
works should raise the quality of sane "black-spots" on tributaries 
during the period 1990-95. The downgradings of the Rivers Nidd, Hertford 
and Derwent should be reversed by 1995.
Schemes are in progress at the sewage treatment works serving Leeds and 
Bradford, which discharge to the Aire. Further improvements may result 
in Leeds but there are also problems to with the overflows of storm 
sewage. On the Calder, the main inprovements depend on work at Hud
dersfield Sewage Treatment Works.
Major reconstruction is in progress at the works serving Sheffield. This 
should eliminate some of the Class 4 length of the Don. Schemes for ef
fluent treatment are now in progress which will upgrade 33 km of the 
Rother fran Class 4. These inprovements will then benefit the quality of 
the River Don through Rotherham and Doncaster.
The Tidal Ouse and the .upper part of the Humber will benefit fran the 
inprovements to the Aire and Don, but possibly not to the extent that 
the stretch of Class C is eliminated during the next five years.
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TAHL£S OF RESULTS

1/la River Quality in 1990 by Region
2 Quality of Canals in 1990 by Region
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Rivers, Canals and Estuaries
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Quality in 1990
7 Sunmary of Changes in the Quality of Rivers and Canals
8 River Quality in 1985 by Region (an update of the 1985 Report)

All the values given in the tables are rounded to the nearest in
teger except those which are less than 1 which are quoted to one 
decimal place. This means that seme of the percentages do not to
tal to 100.



TC>le 1: River Q a llty  1n 1990 by Region

Raglan

Percentage of rive r length In each class

Gbod Fair Good and Fair Rdot Bad Rx>r and Bad

TOTAL

(Km)la lb 2 la ,lb  and 2 3 4 3 and 4

Anglian 8 49 35 92 8 0.3 8 4329

Nortturtoria GO 26 11 97 3 0.2 3 2785

North Vfest 45 14 20 79 16 5 21 5323

Severn-Trent 15 40 32 87 11 2 13 5661

Southern 23 47 22 92 7 0.8 8 2185

South West 17 35 30 82 17 1 IB 3037

Thsras 16 45 32 93 7 0.3 7 3530

Welsh 54 32 8 94 5 0.6 6 4646

Wessex 28 32 35 95 5 0.6 5 2622

Yorkshire 39 33 14 66 11 3 14 5765

England and Wales 31 35 23 89 ID 2 11 39904

Table la: River Qjaltty 1n 1990 by ftegicn

Region

River length 1n each class (kn)

Good Fair Fbor

TOTAL

(Km)la lb 2 3 4

Anglian 358 2120 1502 335 13 4328

Northuitxia 1669 727 307 76 6 2785

North West 768 1056 853 264 5323

Severn-Trent 861 2271 1853 612 85 5681

Southern 500 1032 484 150 18 2185

South West 506 1065 909 524 33 3037

Thames 554 1588 1116 265 9 3530

Welsh 2488 1505 384 244 26 4646

Wessex 736 828 915 127 15 2622

Yorkshire 2251 1895 831 623 I K 5765

England and Wales 12305 13799 9358 3809 634 39904
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Table 2: _  tta ltty  of Corals In  19S0 by Region

Region

Percentage of canal length 1n each class

Good Fair Good and Fair Ftaor Bad Raor and Bad

1 
I

la lb 2 la, lb  and 2 3 4 3 and 4

Anglian 0
1
40 60 100 0 0 0 125

-N o rth irtjria ----------- —  - --- : no _ a r a ls _
North West 5 12 79 94 6 0 6 577

Severn-Trent 2 32 59 94 6 0 6 990

Southern 0 26 74 100 0 0 0 41

South Vtest 0 0 10 10 28 62 90 29

Thanes 18 43 35 96 4 0 4 210

Welsh 0 37 45 82 17 0 17 152

Wessex 12 62 26 I X 0 0 0 82

Yorkshire 2 31 32 65 32 4 36 122

England and Males 4 30 57 90 9 1 10 2328

Trfjle 3: d a llt y  of fe tiB rle  In 1990 by ffegfon

Region

Percentage of estuary length 1n each class

Good Fair' Good and Fair Raor Bad (to r and Bad

TOTAL

(Km)A B A and B C 0 C and D

Anglian 69 24 93 7 0.4 7 518

Northirtorla 34 38 72 17 10 27 135

North West 49 23 72 13 15 28 452

Severn-Trent 35 46 81 19 0 19 74

Southern 76 21 97 4 0 4 388

South Vest 92 8 100 0 0 0 350

Thanes 45 55 100 0 0 0 112

Welsh 74 24 98 2 0 2 469

Wessex 46 51 97 3 0 3 156

Ybrtahlre 48 35 83 17 0 17 103

Shared estuaries:

HiTfcer 43 57 100 0 0 0 63

Severn 56 44 100 0 0 0 64

England and Kales 65 26 91 6 3 9 2756
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Table 4: Hater Q a lity  in England v d  Hales: 195B -  1990

-  - Former classifications* 

1958-1980 surveys

New classifications 

1960-1985 surveys

NON-TIDAL FRESHWATER

RIVERS AM) CANALS RIVERS AM) CANALS

Class 1958 1970 1975 1980 Class 1980 1985 1990

kn X kn X kn X kn X kn X km X kn X

Urpollu 24950 72 28500 74 28810 75 28810 75 Good la 13830 34 13470 33 12492 29

ted Good lb 14220 35 13990 34 14531 34

Doubtful 5220 15 6270 17 67X 17 7110 18 Fair 2 8670 21 9730 24 10760 25

Baor 2270 7 1940 5 1770 5 2000 5 Fbor 3 3260 8 3560 9 4022 9

Grossly 2250 6 1700 4 1270 3 810 2 Bad 4 640 2 650 2 662 2

polluted

Total 34690 100 38400 100 38590 100 38740 100 Total 40630 100 41390 100 42467 100

TIDAL RIVERS ESTUARIES

Class 1958 1970 1975 1980 Class 1980 - 1985 1990

km X kn X kn X kn X kn X kn X kn X

Urpol lu 1160 41 1380 46 1360 48 1410 50 Good A 1670 68 1660 66 1785 65

ted

Doubtful 940 32 680 23 780 27 950 34 Fair B 620 23 650 24 709 26

Ftoor 400 14 490 17 420 15 220 8 Fbor C 140 5 130 5 178 6

Grossly 360 13 340 12 280 10 220 8 Bad 0 110 4 90 3 85 3

polluted

Total 2850 100 2880 100 2850 100 2800 100 Total 2730 100 2730 100 2756 100

* See T a b l e  A4 ( A p p e n d i x  A)  f o r  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  former  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n scheme
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Trtle  5: Changes 1n Mater fta lity  in England and Males fran 1985 Id  1990: Rfwrs, O ra ls  and Estuaries

Length in  kn

Water quality classification 

in  1990

Water c^iality classification in  1985

1990

quality

Good

la

Good

lb

Fair

2

Fbor

3

Bad 

4

RIVB5

Good la 10704 1231 236 30 4 12205

Good lb 2012 9834 1573 203 12 13634

Fair 2 399 1906 5984 920 50 9259

Raor 3 74 422 838 2250 183 3767

Bad 4 9 20 70 147 384 630

1985 quality 13198 13413 8701 3550 633 39495

CANALS

Good la 83 13 3 0 0 99

Good lb 77 522 110 11 12 732

Fair 2 37 195 1142 29 0 1403

f t » r 3 0 8 43 ieo 2 213

Bad 4 0 0 11 0 17 28

1985 c^ality 197 738 1308 200 31 2330

ESTUARIES Good Fair Fbor Bad

A B C D

Good A 1772 13 0 0 1785

Fair B 39 667 1 2 709

Ftaor C 32 12 131 3 178

Bad D 0 0 0 85 65

1985 totality 1843 692 132 90 2757

The table includes only those sites surveyed in  1985 and 1990.

Note on interpretation: Far exsnple, in 1980 there Mere 13198 kn of river in  Class la. 8y 1990, 2012 kn had noved into 

lb  and 399 into Class 2. Cor**reely, by 1990, 1231 kn of river had moved into Class la fran Class lb  and 236 kn had 

mowed into Class la firm Class 2.
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Tcttle 6: Lengths of Rivers, (^ a ls  and Estuaries Assicynd a Different Q a llt y  In 1990

Length 1n kn

Type of voter Length assigned a hicfer q ja lity  

in 1990 fran that in  1985

Length assigned a lower c^tality 

in  1990 fran that In 1985

Rivers _

Canals

Estuaries

____ _  4445 _ - ------ ---------------

177

18

----------------- —  -  5889 - -  -------------------

371

83

Trfjle 7: Sunory of Chengs in  the ftjallty of Rivers and O ra ls

Length In ttn

Region Length of 

stretches 

classified for 

both 1985 

and 1990

Net 

Improvement 

(length 

Inp rowed 

Brims length 

deteriorated)

Change in 

length of 

Sad Quality*

Change 1n 

length of 

tood Qjality

Change in 

length of 

Good & Fair 

Q ja lity

Anglian 4453 -  81 + 5 -  59 + 51

Norttvnferla 2785 -  79 -  19 -  41 + 4

North Mest 5900 -297 -  3 -223 + 51

Sewem-Trent 6671 + 51 + 12 +102 +148

Southern 1828 +174 -  4 +118 + 35

South Mest 3068 -655 + 25 -462 -380

Thames 3740 -443 + 7 -139 -  60

Walsh 4798 +103 -  12 +156 + 10

Wessex 2695 + 13 0 -  33 + 44

Yorkshire 5887 -301 -  18 -264 -122

England & Wales 41823 -  1515 -  7 -  845 -  219

• Negative f ib r e s  in  this oolunn denote an irrprovement in q ja lity
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Ttf>1e 8: River fra ilty  In 1SB5 by Region (an i^xlate of the 1985 report)

Region

River length in  each class (kn)

' food ‘ Fair ffaor- Bad- • --------
TOTAL

(Km)la lb 2 3 4 X

Anglian 443 2094 1332 392 7 0 4328

NortKnfcrla 1729 709 262 63 22 0 2785

North West 2582 664 922 899 268 0 5323

S e «m -Tre n t 977 2045 1801 787 71 39 5721

Southern 307 847 483 133 18 0 1787

South West 766 1289 795 167 IS 2 3037

Thanes 878 1438 994 219 2 0 3530

Welsh 2477 1375 525 242 26 0 4646

Wessex 738 854 840 166 15 0 2613

Yorkshire 2300 2111 687 483 184 0 5765

England and Hales 13198 13414 8701 3551 632 41 39537

The above table excludes lengths reported as 'unclassified*
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Table A1 Classification Scheme for Water Quality in Rivers and Canals
Table A2 Part 1: River Quality Classification

Part 2: Notes on the River Water Classification
Table A3 Scheme for Classifying Estuaries
Table A4 Criteria for the Former River Classification Scheme

AFPEHDIX1-------------------------------— --- ---- -------
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Ta b le  A l :  C la s s i f ic a t i o n  Scheme f o r  Mater Q u a l it y  in  R iv e r s  and C a n a ls

D e s c r i p t i o n C l a s s C u r r e n t  P o t e n t i a l  Use

Good Q u a ! 1t y l a Water  o f  h igh  q u a l i t y  s u i t a b l e  f o r  

p o t a b l e  s u p p l y  a b s t r a c t i o n s ; game o r  

o t h e r  h i g h  c l a s s  f i s h e r i e s ;  h i g h  

a m e nl t y  v a l u e .

l b Water  o f  l e s s  h i g h  q u a l i t y  t h a n  

C l a s s  l a  but  u s a b l e  f o r  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  

t he  same p u r p o s e s .

F a i r  Q u a l i t y 2 Water s  s u i t a b l e  f o r  p o t a b l e  s u p p l y  

a f t e r  advanced t r e a t m e n t ;  s u p p o r t i n g  

r e a s o n a b l y  good coa r se  f i s h e r i e s ;  

moder at e  a me n l t y  v a l u e .

Poor  Q u a l i t y 3 Water s  which a r e  p o l l u t e d  t o  an e x t e n t  

t h a t  f i s h  are a b s e nt  o r  o n l y  s p o r a d 

i c a l l y  p r e s e n t ;  may be used as a low 

gr ade i n d u s t r i a l  a b s t r a c t i o n ;  

c o n s i d e r a b l e  p o t e n t i a l  f o r  f u r t h e r  

use i f  c l e a n e d  u p .

Bad Q u a l i t y 4 Water s  w hic h  a r e  g r o s s l y  p o l l u t e d  and 

a re  l i k e l y  t o  c a u s e  n u i s a n c e .
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Table A2 (ftert 1): River Qjality Classification

River Class Quality Criteria* Remarks Current potential uses

-  la  Good-----------

Quality
— ( 1) 

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5 )

_5-percentile Dissolved Oxygen 

Saturation greater than 80K 

95-percentile Biochemical Cbcygen 

Demand not greater than 3 mg/1 

95-percentile Annum a not 

greater than 0.4 mg/1 

Where the water is  abstracted 

fo r drinking water, i t  ocnplies 

with rec^ii rerrents for A2*

Non-toxic to fish in  EIFAC terns 

(or-best estimates i f  EIFAC fic^ires 

are irevailable)

( 1)

(2)

Mean BiochHirical Oxygen 

Demand probably rot 

greater than 1.5 mg/1 

No v is ib le  evidence 

of pollution

( 1)

<2)

(3)

Mater of hicft q ja lity  suitable 

fo r potable SLpply abstractions -  

and fo r a ll other abstractions 

Gate or other hi<^i class 

fisheries

H1<̂ i anenlty value

lb  Good ( 1) 5-percentile Dissolved Oxygen ( 1) Mean Biochonical Oxygen Water of less hic^i q ja lity  than

Quality Saturation greater than 60% Demand probably not than Class la tu t usable for

(2) 95-percerrti le Biochemical Oxygen greater than 2 mg/1 substantially the sane purposes

Demand not greater than 5 mg/1 (2) Mean Armenia probably not

(3) 95-percentile Mmonia not greater than 0.5 mg/1

greater than 0.9 mg/1 (3) No visib le  evidence of

(4) Where voter is  abstracted for pollution

drinking water i t  ccrplies with the (4) Hater of high c*»11ty Wrich

recoil rsnents for A3* cannot be placed in  Class la

(5) Non-toxic to fish in  EIFAC tents because of the effect of physical

(or best estimates if  EIFAC f ib r e s factors such as canalisation

are unavailable) low gradient or eutrophication

2 Fair ( 1) 5-percentile Dissolved Oxygen ( 1) Mean Biochemical Oxygen ( 1) Waters suitable for potable
& a )1ty Saturation greater than 60% Demand probably not supply after advanoed treatment

(2) 95-peroentile Biochemical Oxygen greater than 5 mg/1 (2) Supporting reasonably good

Demand not greater than 5 mg/1 (2) Hater showing no physical coarse fisheries

(3) Where water is  abstracted for signs of pollution other (3) Moderate amenity value

drinking water 1t  ccrplies with the than hairic coloration and a

recoil parents for A3* l i t t l e  foaming below weirs

(4) Non-toxic to fish  in EIFAC terns

(or best estimates if  EIFAC f ib r e s

are unavailable)

3 Fbor ( 1) 5-percerrtile Dissolved Oxygen Haters vrfiich are polluted to  an

(Xiality Saturation greater than 6QX extent that fish  are absent or

(2) Not lik e ly  to be anaerobic only sporadically present

(3) 96-percentlle Biochoirical Oxygen May be used for a low grade

Demand not greater than 17 mg/1 abstraction fo r industry

This may not apply i f  there Is  a Considerable potential for

hiefi degree of re-aeration further use i f  cleaned 14)

4 Bad Haters which are inferior to Class 3 in Maters which are grossly

Q ja lity tenrs of dissolved oxygen and lite ly  to polluted and are l i t e ly  to

be anaerobic at times cause nuisance

x -  - 00 greater than IClX saturation Insicyiif icant watercourses and

— ' “ — -  -  — -  - ditches which are not usable,

where the o b je ctiw  is  sirrply

to  prevent nuisance

• See notes overleaf
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KJTES

Table A2 ( t o t  2):  Mates an the River Q a llty  Classification

(a) Under extrsie weather conditions (eg flood, drou^it, freeze-ip, or when rivers are dominated by plant growth, o r by the 

the decay of aquatic plants, rivers usually in  Class 1,2 and 3 may have levels of Biochsnical Gbcygen Demand and Dissolved 

Oxygen, or Armenia outside the stated levels for those Classes. When this occurs the ca se  should be stated along with 

analytical results.

(b) The Biochemical Oxygen Darerd refers to the 5-day carbonaceous determination performed in the presence of Al l yl  Thio 

Urea (ATU). Anncnia 1s expressed as as the Aimoniun Ion, M 4.

(c ) In most inst ances the chemical classification given above w ill be suitable. However, the basis of the classification 

is  restricted to a f in ite  ruifcer of chanical deter mi rands and there may be a few cases where the presence of a chemical 

substanoe other than those used in  the classification markedly reduces tha quality of the water. In  such cases, the 

q ja llty  classification o f the water should be down-graded on the basis of biota actually present, and the reasons 

stated.

(d) The standards set ip  to protect freshwater fisheries by the European Inland Fisheries Advisory Ocnrnission (EIFAC). The 

standards should be e»q>ressed as 95-peroenti le .

(e) The definition and the r e t i rements of A2 and A3 are those specified 1n the Directive on the Quality of Mater In tended 

for Abstraction for Drinking Mater.
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Tcfcle A3: Scheie for Classifying Estuaris

Description taints Awarded i f  the estuary 

meets this description

Biological Quality (scores irrier a, b, c, & d to be SLimed)

(a ) Allots the passage to  and fran fre s ha te r of a ll relevant species of migratory fish, when 

. this is  not prevented by physical barriers.

Relevant species include salmonids, eels, flounders and cuajrtoer smelts etc) 2

(b ) Si^ports a residential fish  population which 1s broadly consistent with the physical and 

hydrographical conditions 2

(c ) Sifjports a benthic connunity which is  broadly consistent with the physical and hydrographical 

conditions 2

(d) Absence of substantially elevated levels 1n the biota of persistent toxic or tainting 

substanoes f  ran whatever source 4

Maxlmxn ruriber of points 10

Aesthetic Quality (Chocoe one description only)

(a) Estuaries or zones of estuaries that either do not receive a sigrifleant polluting irput 

Input or which reoelve Irputs that do not cause significant aesthetic pollution 10

(b) Estuaries or zones of estuaries which receive irputs which case a certain anxtnt of 

pollution but do not seriously Interfere with estuary iw a y 6

(c ) Estuaries or zones of estuaries which reoelve inputs which result in  aesthetic pollution 

sufficiently serious to affect estuary usage 3

(d) Estuaries or zones of estuaries which recei\« inputs which raa * widespread public ruisanoe 0

teter Q ja llty  (Score according to q ja lity )

Dissolved Oxygen exceeds the following saturation values:

6GK

40%

30%

20%

un

below 10%

10

6

5

4

3

0

The points awarded irder each of the headings of biological, aesthetic and water c^a lity  are sunned. Waters are classified on the 

following scale:

Class A (Good Q uality): 24 to 30 points Class B (Fair Qjal i ty ) :  16 to 23 points 

Class C (Ftoor Q uality): 9 to 15 points Class D ( Bad Quality): 0 to 8 points
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Class 1: Unpolluted

(a) A ll lengths of rivers whatever th e ir axrposltion, which are known to have received no significant polluting discharges.

(b) A ll rivers which, thxic^i receiving seme pollution, have an uninhibited BOO less than 3 mg/1, are well oxygenated and are 

Ic o n  to have received no significant discharges of to d c jTH te ria ls  or of. suspertted. matter which-affects the condition'of ”

------- the river-bed.~ —  -  - ~

(c ) A ll rivers which are generally Indistinguishable biologically from those in the area known to  be <^)1te unpolluted, even 

though the BOD may be somewhat  greater than 319/1.

Class 2: OniJtful

(a) Rivers not in  Class 1 on BCD grounds ard which have a substantially reduoed oxygen oonterrt at normal dry sutmer f l o e  or at 

any other regular times.

(b ) Rlrers, irrespective of BCD, which are town to have received significant toxic discharges which carrot be proved either 

to affect fish or to have been removed by natural processes.

(c ) Rivera vhich have received turbid discharges which have had an appreciable effect on the oanposltlon of the water or character 

of the bed but have had no great effect on the biology of the water.

(d) Rivers vrfvich have been the subject of oaiplalnts which are not regarded as frivolous but which have not been substantiated.

Class 3: R s r

(a) Rivers not in  Class 4 on unirhlbited BOO grounds but which have a dissolved oxygen saturation, for considerable periods, 

below 5CX

(b) Rivers containing substances which are suspected of being actively toxic at times.

(c ) Rivers which have been changed in character by discharge of solids in  suspension but which do not ju s tify  being placed in 

Class 4.

(d) Ri\«rs which have been the subject of serious caiplaint accepted as well-founded.

Class 4: frossly polluted

(a) A ll rivers having an inirhlbited BCD of 12 mg/1 or more under average conditions.

(b) A ll rivers known to be Incapable of exporting fish  l i fe .

(c)  All rivers which are ccnpletely decxygenated at any time, apart fran times of eaoepticnal drought.

(d ) A ll rivers which are the source of cffensi\* smells.

(e) A ll rivers which have an offensive appearance, neglecting fo r these purposes any rivers which would be included 1n th is  class 

solely because of the presence of det ergent  foam.

Trf>le M : Criteria for l ie  R m e r River Classification Schone
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APPEMDIX 2: Statistical Background

1. This Appendix explains the how the classification of water quality is 
affected by the Laws of Chance in Sampling.
Sanpling Error

2. A river flews for 31 million seconds in a year and samples give a 
_ — measurement of the quality of a small- bit- of ■ it "during those - few seconds

required to fill the sampling bottles. This means that the results firm 
a set of samples are influenced by the Laws of Chance. There is a risk 
that the samples collected at a site may just happen to have been taken 
at those time when river quality was at its best or worst.

3. Given the number of sites in England and Wales it is inevitable that a 
proportion will show misleading results purely because of chance.

4. To illustrate, the following table shows the average uncertainty frcm 
the use of 36 samples to estimate percentiles:

Determinand 90% Confidence Interval
BOD - 19% to + 34%
Armenia - 31% to + 68%
Dissolved Oxygen - 6% to + 9%

5. This uncertainty produces a risk that rivers are placed in the wrong 
Class. For example a site with a true 95-percentile BOD of 4.2 mgl~1 is 
in Class lb but has, with 36 samples, the follcwing probabilities of 
being classified:

la: 1% lb: 82% 2: 17%
This suggests a chance of 18% of wrongly reporting the Class.

6. This error is bigger when using the data to detect a change of Class. In 
the first period, the percentile might be in Class lb but the confidence 
limits show:

Confidence of lb 83%
Confidence of 2 17%

which is taken as Class lb. In the next period, the data could show:
Confidence of lb 40%
Confidence of 2 60%

which suggests Class 2. Over the 2 periods this looks like a slip fran 
lb to 2, but the range of possibilities is:
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Fran lb to 2 50%
Fran lb to lb 33%
Fran 2 to 2 10%
Fran 2 to lb 7%

6. So there is a strong possibility, 50%, that the reported deterioration 
fran Class lb to 2 did not really happen. There is a small chance, 7%,

. , -------- that- quality actual 1 y improved (but-was recorded, as a downgrading)----
7. The practical consequence of these effects is that the reported Class 

can change randomly back and forth, every year or so. The effect on a 
large number of sites is calculated by the CLass Allocation Model, 
CLAM3. The results indicate an average error of 20% in assigning Class 
and an average error of 29% in reporting a change in Class.

8. The need to control these errors is one of the main reasons for creating 
the new NRA Class. Standard statistical techniques will be used to as
sess the risk that an apparent change was caused by chance4.

9. This report suggests an overall downgrading of 15% of river length, 
while 11% has been upgraded, a net downgrading 4%. Although the poten
tial error in reporting for a particular individual site may be 20 to 
30%, the aggregated result of a 4% downgrading is highly significant. 
This is because the aggregate is the average of 6000 sites and 100,000 
results of analysis.
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In its report for 19851, the DoE stated that the Survey revealed dif
ferences between the former Water Authorities in the monitoring and 
classification of rivers. The differences within England and Wales are 
illustrated in the following figures for areas now covered by the 
Regions of the NRA. The figures show the percentage of river length in 
each area which changed NWC Class between 1980 and 1990. The table shews
- a stable picture in sane Regions and volatility in others. Such dif
ferences can only be explained by differences in procedure.“ " ~  ̂  ̂- -

Percentage of River Length Changing Class

APPENDIX 3: Problems with the NHC Class

Region 1980 to 1985 1985 to 1990
Up Down Net Up Dcwn Net

Anglian 21 13 + 8 9 11 - 2
Northumbria 0 3 - 3 2 5 - 3
North West 4 12 - 8 8 11 - 3
Severn Trent 10 7 + 3 10 8 + 2
Southern 19 20 - 1 23 16 + 7
South West 4 45 -41 16 39 -23
Thames 15 18 - 3 20 33 -13
Welsh 22 21 - 1 19 16 + 3
Wessex 27 10 +17 4 2 + 2
Yorkshire 8 26 -18 3 8 - 5
England & Wales 12 14 - 2 11 15 - 4

The preparatory work done by the NRA for the 1990 Survey showed dif
ferences between the former Water Authorities in:

(a) the statistical methods used to obtain the sumnaries of 
water quality (mainly 95-peroentiles);

(b) the inclusion or exclusion of any analytical results 
suspected as being in error because they differed markedly 
fran others fran the same site (or caused by extreme events 
like flood, drought and plant growth (Table A2)) ;

(c) the sampling frequencies;
(d) the number of years' data used for the assessment;
(e) the inclusion of non-routine samples (like those for pollu- 

tion incidents); - - - - . .
(f) the pooling of data for different sites;
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—---- (g)— the procedure-used to~ interpolate-between* sampling points; -
(h) the use of judgements based on the effects of algae, 

biological data and visual pollution to qualify or overrule 
the classification suggested by other data;

(i) the weight given to the EIFAC standards, especially for 
Unionised Armenia;

(j) the status giyen to nan-conpliance with standards in Direc- 
’ ’ "tives (esp^ially'metals); arid,
(k) the allowance made for Statistical Sampling Error when 

deciding whether a river had changed Class.
This last point may require explanation. It is a fact, often overlooked, 
that the surrmary statistics which are used in classification (such as 
percentiles) are estimated with low precisian in relation to the ranges 
of concentration which define the better quality Classes.
If left unconstrained, this low precisian leads to large numbers of 
spurious and randan changes in Class, fciced with this, sane of the Water 
Authorities sought confirmation that small apparent changes were real by 
looking at extra data. Typical cases included:
■ sites which 'failed' a chemical standard because of a single bad 

analytical result at a place where river quality was good accord
ing to all the other indicators, e.g. biological data;

■ cases where a site 1 conplied1 with all the standards but had no 
fishery or poor biology; in this case the site might be 
downgraded;

■ sites which failed (or passed) marginally after several years of 
compliance (or failure) and where there was no obvious cause for 
the change.

By using this extra information, these Authorities damped out the damag
ing effects of low precisian in the estimates of percentiles. Had they 
not done this, 20-40% of sites would have been placed in the wrong 
Class.
Other Authorities preferred to adhere strictly to the classification 
scheme but take account of poor precisian- and other factors in the 
process of deciding whether they really needed to take action to restore 
water quality. Either way, the former Authorities tried to avoid the ex
penditure of effort and money on downgradings caused by chance.
Another problem with the NWC Class is that new water quality standards 
and new Directives are being introduced steadily-over the-years. If 
these were incorporated within the NWC Class, in the same way as the 
EIFAC Standards and the Surface Water Directive, the system will cease
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to be usable as an absolute measure of water quality because not all the 
additions will apply to all rivers. Also, if the definition of Class 
changes over time in this way, the NWC Class cannot be used sensibly to 
indicate national trends in water quality. Instead, the system will 
produce apparent changes which are due to changes in the method of clas
sification .
Recognising this, the former Water Authorities Association reccnmended a 
new Class specifically to show absolute quality3 . Rivers would be 
checked separately for compliance with "other" standards" and "Directives," 
The new Class was similar to the NWC Class but based only on the 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand, the Dissolved Oxygen and Armenia. These 
recoimendatians, together with proposals to use biological data, are the 
basis of the NRA's suggestions for a new classification. These suggest
ions will be issued for consultation as part of the Consultation Docu
ment on Statutory Water Quality Objectives.
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GLOSSARY OF TE&G

Algae Simple microscopic plants that lack true
stems tut which are capable of photosyn
thesis. Algae occur in hater and are' often 
discussed in the context of Eutrophication 
(ibid).

Armenia A chemical found in water often as the
result of pollution by sewage effluents. 
It is widely used to characterise water 
quality. High levels of Ammonia affect 
fisheries and abstractions for potable 
water supply.

BCD and BOD (AW) A measure of the amount of oxygen consumed
Biochemical Oxygen Demand in water, usually by organic pollution.

Uninhibited BOD Oxygen is vital for life so the measure
ment of the BOD tests whether pollution 
could affect aquatic animals. The value 
can be misleading because much more oxygen 
is taken up by aianonia in the test than in 
the natural water. This effect is sup
pressed by adding a chemical (Allyl Thio 
Urea) to the sample of water taken for 
testing. Hence BOD (AW). Without AW, the 
BOD is Uninhibited.

Classification/Classes

Coarse Fish 
Consent

A way of placing waters in categories 
(Classes) according to assessments of 
water quality based, for example, on 
measurements of the amount of particular 
chanica Is in the water (especially BCD, 
Dissolved Oxygen and Ammonia).

Cyprinid fish like roach, dace and bream.

A statutory document issued by the NRA to 
indicate any limits and conditions on the 
discharge of an effluent to a rater.

Controlled Waters All rivers, lakes, groundwaters, estuaries 
and coastal waters.

Dangerous Substances Substances defined by the European Ccnrnis-
_ sion as in need of special control because 
of their toxicity, bioaccumulation and 
persistence. Subjects of the Dangerous 
Substances Directive. 2%e substances are 
classified as List I or List II (ibid).
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Dissolved Oxygen

Determinand

EIFAC

EIFAC Standards 

Eutrophic

Eutrophication

Game Fish 
95-percentile

95-percentile Standard

Percentile

Directive A type of legislation issued by the 
European Community which is binding on 
Member States in terms of the results to 
be achieved but which leaves to Member 
States the choice of form and methods.

The amount of oxygen dissolved in water. 
Oxygen is vital for life so this measure
ment is a~vital-test of the~health of a 
water. Used to classify waters.
A general name for a characteristic or 
aspect of water quality. Usually a fea
ture which can be described numerically as 
a result of scientific measurement.

An acronym for the European Inland 
Fisheries Advisory Ccnmission.

Water quality standards for freshwater 
fish. Eecaimended by EIFAC, the European 
Inland Fisheries Advisory Ccnmission.

A description of water which is rich in 
nutrients. At wjzst, such waters are some
times beset with unsightly growths of 
algae (ibid).

The process of nutrient enrichment of 
waters. At its worst this causes un
sightly growths of microscopic plants 
(algae, ibid).

Salmonid fish, e.g. trout and salmon.

A level of water quality, usually a oon- 
cen t rat ion, whi ch is exceeded for 
5-percent of the time.

A level of water quality, usually a con
centration, which must be achieved for at 
least 95-percent of the time.

In this report, a level of water quality, 
usually a concentration, which is exceeded 
for a set percentage of the time. Hence: 
95-percentile (ibid).
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'Quality Objective

Quality Standard

Salmcnid Fish 
Standard

Statistically significant

Statutory Water Quality 
Objective

Target Class

The statement or category of water quality 
that a body of water should match, usually 
in order to be satisfactory for use as a 
fishery or water supply etc.

A level of a substance or any calculated 
value of a measure of water quality which 
must be bettered. The pairing of a 
specific concentration or level of a sub
stance with a summary statistic like a 
percentile (ibid) or a maximum.

Game fish, e.g. trout and salmon.

See Quality Standard.
A description of a conclusion which has 
been reached after waking proper allowance 
for the effects of randan chance.

A Quality Objective (ibid) given a

statutory basis by Regulations made under 
the Water Act.

The class which a water should achieve in 
the future. Some rivers may already be 
within their Target Class, others will re
quire improvement.

Uninhibited BOD See BCD.
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